Storage

How Thin provisioning
with Dell EqualLogic
iSCSI Storage Arrays
simplifies Management
By Kevin Wittmer

Thin provisioning is designed to address the storage
management and capacity planning challenges posed
by fast-growing enterprise applications. This article
explores how a thin provisioning strategy using
Dell EqualLogic™ PS Series Internet SCSI (iSCSI) storage
arrays can help increase storage utilization rates,
improve staff productivity, and reduce costs.
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storage is always available as needed.

Storage reprovisioned
to all applications

Thin provisioning can take storage virtualization to the next logical step.2
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Purchased or physically
provisioned storage
Free space

Data in use

Physical provisioning
• Underutilized resources
• Large, discrete capital
investments
• Management overhead

Currently, to allocate space on a SAN,
an IT administrator creates a volume and
makes it available to the server for which
the storage is intended, along with its location and size. When an administrator defines

Time

a classic logical volume, the SAN controller

Figure 1. Comparing available capacity to actual use under traditional physical provisioning
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Despite advances in storage management
tools, increasing the size of a volume that
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consuming and labor-intensive—and often
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2

Figure 2. Committing storage resources with standard physical provisioning versus thin provisioning
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same storage array. This approach allows

Frame-based and physically
provisioned storage

Modular and thinly
provisioned storage

the thin provisioning model or the physical
50 percent lower costs

Cumulative costs

Cumulative costs

Professional
services and
management
Hardware
and software

New frame

Professional
services and
management

Power, cooling,
and floor space

provisioning model to a given volume—and
back again. The PS Series also supports flexibility by offering administrators the ability
to freely convert the provisioning type from
physical to thin, or back, at any time.

Hardware
and software

Dell EqualLogic PS Series arrays
include simple, powerful tools to help

New disk shelves
New modular arrays

Time

and determine the most appropriate strategy while preserving options to apply either

Power, cooling,
and floor space

Initial frame

administrators to cost-effectively test

Initial modular array

administrators manage their storage
resources. To set up and manage thinly

Time

provisioned volumes, administrators
simply define four parameters:

Figure 3. Avoiding cumulative costs with incremental resource allocations through thin provisioning
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centage of the volume size) that the PS
Series group allows the volume to use.
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strategic management of their organizations’ storage resources.
PS Series iSCSI storage arrays feature a series of notification
options that keep administrators apprised of available space
levels, facilitating long-term capacity planning and alerting administrators to unusual usage patterns that might require tactical
adjustments. The notifications are customizable, enabling administrators to tailor the level, frequency, and delivery method according to the needs of their organizations. When it does become
necessary to add additional storage resources, the peer provisioning features of the PS Series make the process fast and easy.
PS Series storage arrays automatically act as a peer network,
working together to balance loads and distribute data to maximize performance and data availability. When a new PS Series
device is added to an existing infrastructure, no manual configuration is necessary. Dell EqualLogic peer provisioning management algorithms automatically recognize and configure the new
device, adding it to the storage network, where it immediately
begins to participate as a full peer.
Thin provisioning enables IT managers to reduce time spent
maintaining individual storage volumes and increase time managing their storage environment and improving overall performance. Organizations can cut costs and enhance efficiency by
enabling increased storage utilization and incremental storage
investments in step with business growth. Dell EqualLogic PS
Series iSCSI storage arrays provide IT administrators with simple
tools for managing their thin provisioning implementation, while
the peer provisioning features provide a deep, powerful foundation for a next-generation storage infrastructure.
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